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“The Problem of Thor Bridge” was first published in
The Strand Magazine in February-March
March 1922 and in Collier’s Weekly in November 1904. It is part of The Case-Book

of Sherlock Holmes. Ass the table shows,
most of our chronologists, place this
case’s year as being 1901.
If the case took place in 1901, as the
majority of our chronologists indicate,
then Sherlock Holmes was 47 years old
and Dr. John H. Watson 49.
Main Characters:
Neil Gibson, American gold magnate,
millionaire, and former senator of a
Western state. Mrs. Gibson, Neil’ss Br
Brazilian jealous wife. Miss Grace Dunbar,
Governess to the Gibson’ss children and
the object of Neil’s affections. Marlow
Bates,, manager of Gibson’s estate. Sergeant Coventry, the local policeman.
Notable Quotes:
Somewhere in the vaults of the bank of Cox and Co., at Charing Cross, there is a travel-worn
travel
and
battered tin dispatch-box
box with my name, John H. Watson, M.D., Late Indian Army, painted upon the
lid. It is crammed with papers, nearly all of which are records of cases to illustrate the curious probpro
lems which Mr. Sherlock Holmes had at various times
to examine. Some, and not the least interesting,
interes
were
complete failures,, and as such will hardly bear narratnarra
ing, since no final explanation is forthcoming. A probpro
lem without a solution may interest the student, but
can hardly fail to annoy the casual
reader. Among these unfinished
tales is that of Mr. James
Phillimore, who, stepping
tepping back into
his own house to get his umbrella, was never more seen in this world. No less r emarkable is that of the cutter Alicia, which sailed one spring morning into a small
patch of mist from where she never again emerged, nor was anything further ever
heard of herself and her crew. A third case worthy of note is that of Isadora
Persano, the well-known
known journalist and duellist, who was found stark staring mad

with a match box in front of him which contained a remarkable worm said to be unknown to science.
“The faculty of deduction is certainly contagious.”
“I can discover facts, Watson, but I cannot change them.”
“I am getting into your involved habit, Watson, of telling a story backwards.”
“My professional charges are upon a fixed scale. I do not vary them, save when I remit them altogether.”
“I guess most men have a little private reserve of their own in some corner of their souls where they
don’t welcome intruders.”
“Now, I make no pretence to be more moral than my neighbours, and I will admit to you that
I could not live under the same roof with such a woman and in daily contact with her without feeling
a passionate regard for her. Do you blame me, Mr. Holmes?”
“I do not blame you for feeling it. I should blame you if you expressed it, since this young lady was in a sense under your protection.”
“It is only for the young lady’s sake that I touch your case at all. I don’t know that anything she is accused of is really worse than what you have yourself admitted, that you have tried to ruin a defenceless girl who was under your roof. Some of you rich men have to be taught that all the world cannot
be bribed into condoning your offences.”
“We must look for consistency. Where there is a want of it we must suspect deception.”
“When once your point of view is changed, the very thing which was so damning becomes a clue to
the truth.”
“I have been sluggish in mind and wanting in that mixture of imagination and reality which is the
basis of my art.”
Regrets, Regrets, Regrets…
Is there anyone amongst us, so hardened and uncaring, whose eyes do not cloud over when the
Good Doctor makes a reference to the contents of his now-legendary, lost tin dispatch-box and its
contents? Who would not want to find out what was that most “remarkable worm”?
Alas, alas, alas…
Regarding Filthy Lucre
In this story, Watson provides us with an interesting glimpse into
Holmes’ finances and his attitude towards money.
J. Neil Gibson, who is described to us as “the greatest gold-mining
magnate in the world,” evoked a feeling of instant antipathy in the
Great Detective. This is unsurprising, considering that Gibson’s modus
operandi was predicated upon his conviction, perhaps well-founded, that
everybody and everything had its price and that all that was needed to
get one’s way was to meet the price—or perhaps even resort to violence.
This attitude was clearly demonstrated by his insistence that Holmes
name his own figure, which was coldly met by our sleuth’s dismissive
reply, “My professional charges are upon a fixed scale. I do not very
them, save when I remit them altogether.” The multimillionaire then
attempted a different tack: “If you pull this off every paper in England
and America will be booming you. You’ll be the talk of two continents.”

The Great Detective’s reply is priceless: “Thank you, Mr. Gibson, I do not think that I am in need of
booming.”
Sherlock Holmes, Victorian Gentleman
Speaking from a purely personal perspective, although I was from an early age brainwashed in different English schools into becoming a dyed-in-the-wool Anglophile, my interest in, and lifelong
study of, the Victorian Era resulted from my discovery of the Canon.
The little bits and pieces so casually sprinkled across
its pages opened a small keyhole for me, through
which I could catch small glances of Victoria’s England. The history books came later, and I immersed
myself into that paradoxical time during which the
aspirations of the human spirit soared high, while at
the same time poverty and brutality easily coexisted
with the desire to subsume the baser emotions and
reach for an ideal of conduct and behavior. Meanwhile, their ingenuity began opening the doors that
would lead to our own time.
In this adventure, Holmes clearly mirrors his time
when he berates Gibson, “I do not blame you for
feeling it. I should blame you if you expressed it,
since this young lady was in a sense under your protection.” Then, “It is only for the young lady's sake
that I touch your case at all. I don't know that anyCourtesy of ITV Granada
thing she is accused of is really worse than what you
have yourself admitted, that you tried to ruin a defenceless girl who was under your roof. Some of
you rich men have to be taught that all the world cannot be bribed into condoning your offences.”
Gibson, the ex-Pat
It is perhaps insulting to point to such an obvious matter such as the fact those liking Gibson could
probably be counted on the fingers of one
hand and have fingers left over. Men with
his resources and attitude easily raise legions of enemies.
Perhaps this might explain something that
has always puzzled me: why did Gibson
leave the United States and settled in England.
In 1901, Victoria was hardly cold in her
grave, and Great Britain with her Empire
was the premiere nation on the planet, and
the center of the financial world. One might
argue that our multimillionaire found that
venue more convenient for his business
dealings but, somehow, this does not make
that much sense.
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While today people like Gibson give no allegiance to any country—including their own—today, within a space of the most 12 hours one can literally travel to the other side of the world, and varied
means of communication available make it increasingly unnecessary to have an actual physical presence with those with whom one does business. This certainly was not the case in 1901.
In Gibson’s time, traveling not only took time but could also be dangerous. The fastest possible way
to communicate (vital to a financial empire) was the telegraph, and news could only be had from
newspapers, which also depended upon the telegraph and sometimes even homing pigeons!
Then there was the matter of the uncordial relations between England and America. For the most
part, the English looked down on Americans as uncouth upstarts. There was no small amount of pain
on this, generated by the fact that Americans were giving British industry a run for its money, and
that with the coming of refrigeration American (as well as Australian) beef, lamb, and pork were
pushing aside the national product by competing on price. This in turn, caused financial problems
for those great houses and manors in which these food items were raised.
On the American side, with the Civil War well-within living memory, there was considerable resentment toward the Brits for their show of sympathy towards the Confederacy. Lest we forget, England
almost went to war against the Union over the Trent Incident. Had it not been for the timely intervention of Prince Albert, European history would have taken a completely different path.
So why would a fabulously wealthy man, former senator, have abandoned a country where, ostensibly, he would have had important connections and more latitude to engage in whatever business enterprises he wanted, to move to one where he would always be regarded as a stranger?
The Vanishing Barrister
For all his influence and fortune, Gibson’s arrangements to provide Miss Dunbar with a muchneeded legal defense appear somewhat nebulous. We are told that the accused will be defended at
the Winchester Assizes by a “Mr. Joyce Cummings, the rising young barrister.”
Why, with all his resources (and doubtless extensive experience with legal matters) would Gibson not
secure the services of some major, recognized, and successful London legal firm? Why only a young
barrister? After all, this was not an unimportant matter; it was a capital offense!
An English Whitman
Due to the Good Doctor’s wide experience with women “which extends over many nations and three separate continents,” we are not surprised by his occasionally overromanticized appreciative descriptions of
some of the younger ladies populating the Canon.
Thus, his admiring description of Miss Dunbar’s
physical and spiritual attractions is up to par.
On the other hand, Holmes’ reaction to the lady borders of the shocking: “After seeing you I am prepared
to accept Mr. Gibson's statement both as to the influence which you had over him and as to the innocence
of your relations with him.”
The first thing that comes to mind, of course, is his
famous dictum, “Women are never to be entirely
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trusted—not the best of them.” Was Miss Dunbar
such an extraordinarily beautiful creature as to scramble the Great Theoretician’s neurons?

Not a bit! Anyone who thinks that is underrating our sleuth. To quote the great Walt Whitman, “Do I
contradict myself? Very well, then, I contradict myself; (I am large. I contain multitudes).”

What else happened in 1901:
Empire
◄ Queen Victoria dies at 6.30 a.m. on January 22, aged 82. She lived
through many changes and died well-loved by her people, presiding
over her vast empire for nearly 64 years. Born in 1819, the only child
of George III’s fourth son, Victoria became queen in 1837. In 1840,
she married Prince Albert of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha and had nine children before his death in 1861. Through dynastic marriages, Victoria’s
descendants ware connected to almost all of Europe’s royal houses.
During her long reign the monarchy lost much of its political power to
Parliament, but she was the beloved symbol of the Victorian Era—a
golden age of British history. By the end of her reign London’s population had reached 6.6 million. She was succeeded by her son, Edward
VII, who was crowned King-Emperor.
Northern Nigeria becomes British protectorate.
Creation of North Western Frontier Province in India.
Britain and Germany agree on boundary between German East Africa (later Tanganyika, Rwanda
and Burundi) and Nyasaland (later Malawi).
Uganda railway reaches Lake Victoria.
Cook Islands were annexed and proclaimed a part of New Zealand.
◄ Robert Falcon Scott commands the Discovery on Antarctic expedition.
The Commonwealth of Australia is proclaimed. Although independent it still
recognizes Britain’s royalty as its head of state. The governor-general, the representative of the Queen, is nominated by the prime minister and appointed by
the British monarch.
Britain
Wigmore Hall opens.
First electric trams from Shepherds Bush to Acton and Kew Bridge.
First British submarine launched at Barrow-in-Furness.
Boxing is recognized as a legal sport in England.
Taff Vale case: Trade unions in Britain liable for actions of tort, stimulates Trade Union Congress to
create the Labour Party.
World
Peace Protocol with China after Boxer Rebellion. Rebellion leaders Chi-Hsin (Chi-hsui) and HsuCheng-Yu are publicly executed in Peking.
Law of Associations: gives French Roman Catholics the right to form associations if neither secret nor
illegal.
Labor Councils in France to settle disputes between masters and men.

Franco-Italian agreement defines spheres of interest in the
Mediterranean.
Anti-Semitic riot in Budapest.
◄ U.S. President McKinley assassinated; succeeded by Theodore Roosevelt.
Compulsory military service established in Sweden and
Norway.
New constitution in Serbia issued by Alexander.
Japan proclaims that it is determined to keep Russia from
encroaching on Korea.
First female intern was accepted at a Paris hospital.
U.S. Steel Corporation organized under J.P. Morgan and
Company, bankers.
Opening of Trans-Siberian railway.
Hay-Pauncefort Treaty gives U.S. power to build and police
the Panama Canal if it remains open to shipping in peace or
war.
Art
Kipling writes Kim.
Richard D’Oyly Carte, promoter (Gilbert and Sullivan operas), dies.
Chekhov’s Three Sisters opens at Moscow Art Theater.
◄ Frank Norris, U.S., writes The Octopus.
Matisse paints The Japanese Woman.
Picasso paints Woman with a Cap, Casagemas in His Coffin, and The Absinthe
Drinker.
Van Gogh’s painting Sunflowers is presented by art teacher Claude-Emile
Schuffenecker at a Paris exhibition.
Walt Disney is born in Chicago.
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, French painter, dies at 36.
Science and Technology
Marconi transmits Morse wireless signals from Poldhu, Cornwall to St. John’s, Newfoundland.
Becquerel discovers dangerous effects of radioactivity on humans.
Walter Reed leads Yellow Fever Commission, a four-man team, to Cuba to search for the cause of the
disease. More than 200 American soldiers died from the disease over the previous 18 months. Aristides Agramonte, pathologist, James Carroll, bacteriologist, and Jesse W. Lazear, entomologist, were
team members. Cuban Dr. Carlos Finlay theorized that yellow fever was spread by mosquitoes.

U.S. Congress creates the National Bureau of Standards as part of the Department of Commerce.
◄ Alberto Santos-Dumont successfully circles Eiffel
Tower in his Santos-Dumont No. 6 dirigible within a
half hour and won a 100,000-franc prize. An initial
ruling stated he failed by 40 seconds because the race
wasn’t finished until he touched ground. A second
vote granted him the win. This proved the airship
maneuverable.
Rene Dubos, French-American microbiologist who developed the first commercial antibiotic, was born in France.
Freud publishes Psychopathology of Everyday Life.
First isolation of the hormone adrenalin.
Peter Cooper-Hewitt produces mercury vapor lamp; invented by Arons in 1892.

Next week’s case: CREE.
Respectfully submitted,

Murray, the Courageous Orderly
(a.k.a. Alexander E. Braun)
“I should have fallen into the hands
of the murderous Ghazis had it not
been for the devotion and courage
shown by Murray, my orderly...”
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